CEPP Agenda, January 30, 2013

1. Minutes from January 23, 2013 (email to CEPP: 1/23/13)
2. Student Rating Form and the faculty meeting (email to CEPP: 1/28/13, 1/29/13)
   - Scantron Webinar – 2/11 or 2/25, 1-2pm (2/11 with Joe Stankovich)
3. CCI questions and protocol (email to CEPP: 1/25/13)
4. COW on Goals for Student Learning and Development (communication between M. Arnush and B. Black, FEC)
5. Memo from Sylvia McDevitt, CC, on the minors in Chinese and Japanese and the elimination of the MB/EC interdepartmental major (email to CEPP: 1/28/13)
6. All-college requirements curricular plan (email to CEPP: 1/22/13)

Chris Kopec will take minutes.